Rhodopsin, violet and blue opsin expressions in the chick are highly dependent on tissue and serum conditions.
The molecular, cellular or tissue environment can influence the expression of genes and thereby regulate processes of tissue formation. Here we determined the tissue and serum dependence of the expression of all photopigments in the chick by a series of distinct retinal cell cultures, analyzed by RT-PCR using specific primers for all four opsins and rhodopsin followed by quantitative scanning of the respective gel bands. For comparison, we first determined expression of all opsins during normal chick retinogenesis, which began with red and violet opsins at E12, shortly followed by blue and green opsins and finally rhodopsin at E14. This period corresponds to the time of synaptogenesis in the inner retina. All cultures were started with 6-day-old dissociated retinal cells. Cells were kept at low or high cell density (called LoDens or HiDens), or they were reaggregated as retinal spheres, whereby all of them were raised at low (2%) or high serum (12%) levels (called LoSer or HiSer). In LoDens/HiSer cultures, expression of all opsins was weak. At HiDens/LoSer red and green opsin expression was strong, while rhodopsin and violet/blue remained low. In HiDens/HiSer cultures the expression of red and green was strong; rhodopsin was almost normal, while violet and green were low. In reaggregates at high serum the expression came closest to a normal retina, but violet and blue opsins were still below normal. At low serum, however, violet and blue were negligible and rhodopsin was low. This in vitro study shows that rhodopsin, followed by violet and blue opsin expressions is highly dependent on serum, cell density and tissue conditions, while red and green opsins are more autonomous.